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Migrating Data Science Workbench to Machine Learning

If you use Cloudera Data Science Workbench (CDSW) 1.10.0 and later on premises, consider migrating to Cloudera
Machine Language (CML) as soon as possible. Cloudera recommends performing this migration because CDSW end-
of-support is imminent.

Note:  The CDSW to CML migration software is in technical preview in CDP Private Cloud Data Services
1.5.0. Cloudera recommends that you use this process in test and development environments. It is not
recommended for production deployments.

Before you begin the migration tasks, you can optionally repurpose your CDSW hosts instead of adding hardware for
installing CML Private Cloud. Next, you install CML on the hosts. Finally, the UI-driven migration tool runs scripts
in the background to migrate your workload automatically after installing CML on the cluster with your deployed
CDSW.

Prerequisites for CDSW to CML migration
Before migrating from Cloudera Data Science Workbench (CDSW) 1.10.0 or later to Cloudera Machine Language
(CML) in CDP Private Cloud 1.5.0, you must meet a number of prerequisites to succeed. A prerequisite for migration
is installation of CML on your CDSW cluster.

About this task
Migration from CDSW configured with LDAP, SAML, or LOCAL authentication to CML is supported, but the
automatic migration described in this document is supported only if CDSW is running with LDAP. The migration
process does not automatically migrate your authentication configurations. The steps below for meeting prerequisites
include LDAP set up in CDSW before migration begins. Later, you follow post-migration instructions to configure
LDAP on CML.

The migration also does not migrate your CDSW endpoint connections. Later, you follow post-migration instructions
to set up LDAP, endpoint connections, and DNS on CML. Also, you need to download CDSW-related Grafana
dashboards, so you can upload them after migration to CML.

Procedure

1. You must have a CDSW 1.10.0 or later cluster in CDP; otherwise, make one of the following choices.

• If you have a CDSW installation in either CDH or HDP, migrate to CDP Private Cloud 1.5.0 or later, and then
migrate CDSW to CML.

• If you have CDSW installation earlier than 1.10.0, upgrade to CDSW 1.10.0 or later.

2. If you do not have LDAP set up in your CDSW cluster on CDP, set up LDAP before pre-migration tasks.

The migration process cannot succeed without authentication.

3. Conform to CML Software Requirements, including storage, for installing CML on CDP Private Cloud 1.5.0 or
later.

4. Backup CDSW data.

5. In CDSW, export your Grafana dashboards.

6. Note the connections of endpoints in your CDSW cluster note your custom settings.

You need to use this information after migration to set up endpoints in your private cloud cluster.

7. If you customized your DNS configuration, note your custom settings for use in customizing your DNS
configuration after migration.

If you did not customize your DNS configuration, the migration tool will configure DNS in your private cloud
cluster.
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8. Gather information about your LDAP configurations on CDSW.

After migration, you must set up LDAP again on the CML cluster. The LDAP configuration is not migrated.

9. In CDSW, manually back up the custom DNS configuration for Kube-DNS, and then migrate your custom
configuration to CML.

CML uses the core-DNS, which is incompatible with the CDSW Kube-DNS.

10. In Cloudera Manager, select install or upgrade to CDP Private Cloud 1.5.0 or later using the Embedded Container
Service (ECS) on your CDSW cluster.

Migration of your CDSW workloads to CML on OpenShift is not supported.

11. During installation of CDP Private Cloud Data Services using ECS set up a network connection between CDSW
and the CDP Private Cloud cluster if you select Airgap.

12. Enable the CML features during installation that are counterparts to those you were using in CDSW.
For example, enable model metrics and monitoring.

If you do not enable the same, or similar, CML features during installation that you were using in CDSW,
attempting to use the CML feature later will fail.

Repurposing CDSW nodes for CML
The description of an example scenario prepares you to repurpose your existing Cloudera Data Science Workbench
(CDSW) hosts. If you need to repurpose any CDSW nodes for CML, you must perform several tasks before starting
the CDSW to CML migration.

The pre-migration example is based on five hosts. In Cloudera Manager, the hosts appear in the CDSW service Status
Summary:
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In Instances, in Role Type, you see the following role types.

You see how to repurpose two worker nodes named ageorge-cdsw-4.com and ageorge-cdsw-5.com. First, you cordon
and drain the Kubernetes nodes, Next, you remove cluster hosts and Kubernetes nodes. Finally, you install and
configure the Cloudera Private Cloud cluster on the repurposed nodes.

Cordoning and draining Kubernetes nodes
You learn kubectl commands to cordon and drain the nodes in the Kubernetes cluster.

Procedure

Cordon and drain the nodes ageorge-cdsw-4.com and ageorge-cdsw-5.com from the Kubernetes cluster using kubectl
commands.

[root@ageorge-cdsw-1 ~]# kubectl get nodes
NAME                 STATUS  ROLES    AGE   VERSION
ageorge-cdsw-1.com   Ready   master   42m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-2.com   Ready   <none>   42m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-3.com   Ready   <none>   42m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-4.com   Ready   <none>   42m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-5.com   Ready   <none>   41m   v1.19.15
      
      
[root@ageorge-cdsw-1 ~]# kubectl cordon ageorge-cdsw-4.com
node/ageorge-cdsw-4.cc-os.cloudera.com cordoned
      
[root@ageorge-cdsw-1 ~]# kubectl cordon ageorge-cdsw-5.com
 node/ageorge-cdsw-5.com cordoned
      
      
[root@ageorge-cdsw-1 ~]# kubectl get nodes
NAME                 STATUS                    ROLES    AGE   VERSION
ageorge-cdsw-1.com   Ready                     master   47m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-2.com   Ready                     <none>   47m   v1.19.15
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ageorge-cdsw-3.com   Ready                     <none>   47m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-4.com   Ready,SchedulingDisabled  <none>   47m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-5.com   Ready,SchedulingDisabled  <none>   46m   v1.19.15
      
      
kubectl drain ageorge-cdsw-4.com --ignore-daemonsets --delete-local-data --
force
      
kubectl drain ageorge-cdsw-5.com --ignore-daemonsets --delete-local-data --
force

Removing cluster hosts and Kubernetes nodes
You stop roles assigned to the hosts you want to repurpose for the installation of Cloudera Public Cloud. Next, you
delete nodes from Kubernetes. Finally, you go back to Cloudera Manager and remove hosts from the CDSW cluster.

About this task
If you want to repurpose nodes from CDP Private Cloud Base, you must use a different procedure from the one
described below. For more information, see Deleting hosts (CDP Private Cloud.
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Procedure

1. In Cloudera Manager, go to  CDSW service Status , select the name of a host, and click  Actions Stop Roles on
Hosts .

After you click Confirm, you see a success message.
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2. In Instances, select the Docker Daemon and Worker roles assigned to ageorge-cdsw-4.com and ageorge-
cdsw-5.com, and click  Actions Delete .

In Instances, in Hostnames, ageorge-cdsw-4.com and ageorge-cdsw-5.com are no longer listed.

3. Using kubectl commands, delete the nodes from Kubernetes, and then check that the nodes are gone.

[root@ageorge-cdsw-1 ~]# kubectl delete node ageorge-cdsw-4.com
node "ageorge-cdsw-4.com" deleted
[root@ageorge-cdsw-1 ~]# kubectl delete node ageorge-cdsw-5.com
node "ageorge-cdsw-5.com" deleted
                    
                    
[root@ageorge-cdsw-1 ~]# kubectl get nodes
NAME                 STATUS   ROLES    AGE   VERSION
ageorge-cdsw-1.com   Ready    master   61m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-2.com   Ready    <none>   61m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-3.com   Ready    <none>   61m   v1.19.15              

4. Log into each host, ageorge-cdsw-4.com and ageorge-cdsw-5.com, and reset Kubernetes.

kubeadm reset

Output looks something like this:

[reset] WARNING: Changes made to this host by 'kubeadm init' or 'kubeadm
 join' will be reverted.
[reset] Are you sure you want to proceed? 

5. Respond yes to the prompt, and follow instructions in the resulting output.
Output looks something like this:

[preflight] Running pre-flight checks
...
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The reset process does not clean CNI configuration. To do so, you must rem
ove /etc/cni/net.d
                        
The reset process does not reset or clean up iptables rules or IPVS tabl
es.
If you wish to reset iptables, you must do so manually by using the "ipt
ables" command.
                        
If your cluster was setup to utilize IPVS, run ipvsadm --clear (or simi
lar)
to reset your system's IPVS tables.
                        
The reset process does not clean your kubeconfig files and you must remove
 them manually.
Please, check the contents of the $HOME/.kube/config file.                

6. Check that the Kubernetes nodes are gone.

kubectl get nodes

The output looks something like this:

NAME                 STATUS   ROLES    AGE   VERSION
ageorge-cdsw-1.com   Ready    master   65m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-2.com   Ready    <none>   64m   v1.19.15
ageorge-cdsw-3.com   Ready    <none>   64m   v1.19.15
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7. If the Spark Gateway role is active, in the SPARK ON YARN service, in Instances, select each Gateway role, and
click  Actions Delete .
In this example, the Role Types for ageorge-cdsw-5.com and ageorge-cdsw-4.com hosts are selected.

Click Delete, and the Role Types assigned to ageorge-cdsw-5.com and ageorge-cdsw-4.com hosts are deleted.

8. Delete any other active roles from the hosts.
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9. In All Hosts, select the ageorge-cdsw-5.com and ageorge-cdsw-4.com hosts, and click  Actions Remove from
Cluster .

You are prompted to confirm removing the hosts from the cluster:

Click Confirm, and view the success message upon completion.

Installing CML
After you install CDP Private Cloud, you install CML using UI-based tools for migration of CDSW to CML.

Before you begin
Install CDP Private Cloud Data Services.
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Procedure

1. In Cloudera Manager, click Data Services.

The following dialog appears.

2. Click Add CDP Private Cloud Containerized Cluster.

3. In Add Private Cloud Containerized Cluster, specify the repurposed hosts.
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4. In Assign Roles, complete the assignment of roles to the hosts.
For example assign the Docker Server and ECS Agent roles to ageorge-cdsw-5.com and the ECS role to ageorge-
cdsw-4.com.

The CML Private Cloud cluster is installed, and you can start the migration from legacy CDSW to CML.
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Customizing CDSW for migrating host mounts
For security reasons, CML does not allow you to mount a directory directly from hosts. You need to customize
CDSW runtime to make contents of a directory available to your CML workloads.

About this task

Before migration, you must perform a few pre-migration steps if you mounted additional dependencies from the host
in CDSW. For example, you might have mounted directories containing libraries needed for running your workloads.
You need to make these libraries available in CML. In the pre-migration steps below, you set up CDSW for the
migration to mount your libraries in CML.

If you loaded libraries from a host mount in the past, Cloudera recommends you create a custom runtime in CDSW,
change the project to use the new custom runtime, and then do the migration. However, for anything other than the
libraries, load the data to all the sessions in CML using the custom runtime addons procedure after migration to
mount data in all the workloads in CML. Custom runtime addons do not allow writes to the file system as the host
mount in CDSW does.

Procedure

1. Create a customized ML runtime.

2. If libraries were loaded from the host mount, configure your CDSW project to use the custom runtime by adding
the custom runtime to CDSW before migration.

Note:  After migration, use the custom runtime addons procedure mentioned above to mount anything
other than libraries.

Libraries you add to the custom runtimes will be available to the CML projects using that custom runtime.

Using the CDSW to CML migration tool
A step-by-step procedure covers how to migrate Cloudera Data Science Workbench (CDSW) 1.10.0 and later on
premises to Cloudera Machine Language (CML). You use the UI-driven migration tool to migrate your workload
automatically from your deployed CDSW, which you installed on the same cluster as CML.

About this task

In this task, you automatically migrate CDSW 1.10.0 or later cluster to CML in Cloudera Private Cloud 1.5.0 or later.
You can expect some downtime, which is proportional to the volume the workloads you have to migrate.

Before you begin
Meet prerequisites as described in the previous topic before starting migration.
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Procedure

1. Log into CDP Private Cloud 1.5.0, and navigate to  Cloudera Machine Learning Workspaces .
The system detects the presence of your legacy CDSW installation.

2. Click Upgrade.

3. Click  File Upload Choose File , go to /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf  on the CDSW cluster host, and select the
Kubeconfig file.

4. If you cannot access /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf from the UI as instructed in the previous step, download the file
from your CDSW cluster to your local machine, and then try to select the Kubeconfig file from the UI again.
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5. In Migration timeout, accept the default 1440 minutes (24 hours) timeout, or if your CDSW workload is hundreds
of gigabytes, increase the migration time up to 2880 minutes (2 days).

Increasing the migration timeout value does not cause a delay in the migration of a small workload.

6. In Workspace Name, type an arbitrary name.

7. In Select Environment, select your CDP environment.

8. Accept default values for other options, and click Provision Workspace.
CML installation begins, and the CDSW to CML migration follows automatically. Status indicators show the
progress of the installation and migration. During the migration, you cannot access the CDSW cluster. The
migration process stops CDSW pods to prevent data corruption. After migration, the CDSW returns to a working
state. The CML workspace is stopped.

Note:  You can access the CDSW cluster, but data loss can occur. Cloudera recommends using the CML
cluster after migration.

Limitations of CDSW to CML migration
You need to avoid unsupported operations that might cause migration to fail.

The following operations are not supported for migration of Cloudera Data Science Workbench (CDSW) 1.10.0 or
later to Cloudera Machine Language (CML):

• Migration to Cloudera releases, such as Cloudera Public Cloud, other than CDP Private Cloud 1.5.0 in Embedded
Container Service (ECS).

• Migration to CDP Private Cloud OpenShift Container Platform (OCP) is not supported.
• Custom configurations, such as host or Kubernetes configurations, are not migrated. You must note these

configurations and manually configure your private cloud cluster after migration.
• CDSW and CDP Private Cloud clusters must run side-by-side during migration.
• CDSW Projects that use engines with Spark might not work as expected after migration.
• Migrating the sessions created with a custom engine in CDSW will not work in the migrated CML as the engine

architecture differs between CML and CDSW. You must move from the custom engine to a custom ML runtime
before the migration.

• CDSW projects that access HBase might not work after migration.

Post-migration tasks
After migrating Cloudera Data Science Workbench (CDSW) 1.10.0 or later to Cloudera Machine Language (CML),
you need to perform several tasks before moving users to CML.

About this task

You begin this task by assigning the user, group and the roles in the PVC control plane.

The CDSW to CML migration in Cloudera Manager updates the docker registry, engines, and model builds. You
follow steps to assign roles to users and groups, import Grafana dashboards you previously exported, configure
endpoints and DNS resolution, and configure LDAP.
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Procedure

1. In Cloudera Manager, click  User Management , and select Users.

2. Click  Actions Upload Users .

3. Select Groups, click Create Groups, and create groups.

4. Start the CML workspace on the CML cluster, and check workloads.
Start new sessions, jobs, models, and applications. Try starting existing workloads that were migrated from
CDSW.

5. Import the Grafana dashboards you exported earlier.

6. Configure cluster endpoint connectivity per the information about required connections you had in your CDSW
cluster.

7. If you customized your DNS configuration on CDSW, manually configure your DNS in your private cloud
cluster.

If you did not customize your DNS configuration, the migration tool sets up the default DNS configuration in your
private cloud cluster.

8. Configure LDAP on CML, and grant user access on CML.

CML in CDP Private Cloud supports only LDAP.

9. Disable the CDSW cluster, and give users access to CML.
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Troubleshooting CDSW to CML migration
You need to know how to retry migration if your migration from Cloudera Data Science Workbench (CDSW) 1.10.0
to Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) fails. Also, you learn how to find logs for debugging migration and other
issues.

Failed Migration

Problem: In the event your migration fails, the Migration failed indicator appears.

Solution: In Workspaces, click Options , and select Retry CDSW Migration:

Viewing logs

Problem: In the event your migration fails, and the retry also fails, you need to get information about the failure.

Solution: In Workspaces, click Options , and select View Event Logs.

Troubleshooting failure after reboot in Single Node mode

After reboot of the host in a single node Embedded Container Service (ECS) cluster, the cdpcli pod in the cdp
namespace might end up in an error state. The cdpcli pod was part of a Kubernetes job for CDP Private Cloud
installation. You can delete the pod and reboot.

If the cdp-embedded-db pod fails to start after the reboot, perform the following steps:

1. Check the logs of the pod to determine the cause.

The volume might be failing to attach to the host.
2. Find the name of the Private Cloud (pvc) used by the cdp-embedded-db-0 pod.
3. On the host, check the volume.meta file under /<longhorn-storage>/replicas/pvc-xxxxxx-xxxxxx/ .
4. Verify that the Size field matches the volume size requested by the pod.
5. Correct the field to possibly resolve the issue.
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